Livestreaming Setup and Going Live

Pre-setup Checklist: *What You Need to Get Started*

1. Google account with your YouTube Channel
2. YouTube live stream verified
3. Canon Image Gateway account
4. Stable Home Network Connection
5. Set camera’s date and time

Canon Image Gateway Setup

Go to canon.us/CIG to get started.

You can create a Canon ID account if you don’t have one, or you can use your Google account that you are using for YouTube.

Proceed with creating an account using the method of your choice, and then sign in to Canon Image Gateway using the created account.
Setting Up Livestream

**STEP 1: CONNECT CAMERA TO THE HOME NETWORK**

Press the Wi-Fi button on the side of the camera.

Press Upload to Web service icon from the right (looks like a cloud).

Review terms, then press “I Agree”

Choose your home wireless network.

Enter your home wireless network password.

Under IP address set screen, select Auto Setting and click OK.
STEP 2: PAIR THE CAMERA WITH CANON IMAGE GATEWAY

Enter your email address for the initialization email.

Create and remember 4-digit code.

Check email for subject line “Set up your Canon product”

Click sign-in button and enter in 4-digit code.

Click “Close” on the dialog box, as you will be refreshing the menu in a later step.

Click on the settings button where it says LIVE Streaming (3rd row).
STEP 3: SET UP YOUR YOUTUBE LIVE STREAM SETTINGS IN CANON IMAGE GATEWAY

Click on the check box next to Agree to Privacy Policy, then click on the “To YouTube” button.

Log in using your Google account.

Allow Canon Image Gateway permission to access your account (taken back to Canon Image Gateway).

Click the Back button and close dialogue box.

Toggle the on-off switch to ON in Live Streaming row under the display on product column.

Click on the Update Web Services button on your camera (it looks like a cloud with a sync sign on it). Verify the new Live streaming icon in your Wi-Fi menu.
Visit [youtube.com/livestreaming](https://youtube.com/livestreaming) and set your stream info under stream beta. You will have the option of scheduling future event streams.

If you prefer the Classic Live Streaming interface, click on the “Classic Live Streaming” button on the lower right hand corner, and proceed with setting up your live stream options.

On the camera, click on the live streaming icon.

Review terms, then press I Agree under the Terms of Use.

After network connects, choose Stream now or Events (your scheduled event streams).

Press OK to prepare to stream.
Livestreaming From Home

Turn camera on and press Wi-Fi button on the side.

Press on the LIVE Streaming icon, and agree to the Terms of Use.

Choose Wi-Fi network if it has changed.

After network connects, choose Stream now or Events (your scheduled event streams).

Press OK to prepare to stream.
Livestreaming From The Road

Set up hotspot from your phone or portable Wi-Fi. Data rates may apply. Consult with your mobile Service Provider for details.

Turn camera on and press Wi-Fi button on the side.

Press on the LIVE Streaming icon, and agree to the Terms of Use.

Choose Wi-Fi network if it has changed.

After network connects, choose stream now or events (your scheduled event streams).

Press OK to prepare to stream.